ABSTRACT Interactive virtual reality (VR) services such as VR gaming require considerable computing power for rendering higher quality VR images at a high frame rate. Thus offloading such VR processing to a cloud or edge computing entity is promising, but is accompanied by long latency leads for a user to see an image of the past viewport, resulting in prohibitive motion sickness. Time warp is a technique for VR that warps a rendered image before scanning it out to the display to correct for the head movement occurring after the rendering and will play an important role in reducing the perceived latency in cloud/edge VR. However, time warp has to be applied to the image areas excluding the head-locked objects such as head-up display, menu bar, and notification that are intended to have a fixed position on a screen; otherwise, they are shown to judder. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that identifies head-locked objects in encoded VR frames at low computational load with no explicit information of the head-locked objects for selective time warp in the cloud/edge VR environments. First, we make a key observation from testbed experiments that motion vectors embedded in an encoded VR video stream are highly correlated with the user's head motion. Based on this finding, the head-locked object detection algorithm is designed to: 1) find a raw shape of each head-locked object from motion vectors embedded in frames and 2) identify the exact pixel-level head-locked region within a limited search area (along the boundary of each raw shape) by monitoring pixel color changes over frames. In order to achieve even lower computational load, the costly part of the algorithm is activated only when a new head-locked object appears. The experimental study demonstrates that the algorithm is able to detect multiple head-locked objects with zero pixel error under limited computational load.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality (VR) services give a user immersive experiences into the virtual world by letting the user explore virtual space via head movement. This is realized by a VR-dedicated headset device equipped with head mounted display (HMD) and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to capture a user's head motion. The user sees the stereoscopic image of the virtual world that corresponds to his/her current viewport (estimated from the latest head tracking data) on a display panel at an ultrashort viewing distance (several centimeters) through binocular magnifying lenses to allow a large field of view (FOV).
VR services can be classified into two types [1] :
• Linear service: Pre-generated or live-recorded cinematic VR video is seen through a VR headset. A user changes his/her viewport by head movement, but has no interaction with objects in the virtual world. 360-degree video is a representative example.
• Interactive service: VR images are generated in real time according to a user's movement and controller input. The user has interaction with virtual objects and sees responsively-changing images. VR gaming is a representative example. While both types can be implemented via cloud or edge computing, which we call cloud VR for short, realizing interactive services in cloud VR is more challenging due to a strict latency requirement as will be detailed in the following. We restrict our concern to interactive VR services in the paper.
Today's interactive VR services require VR images being generated in real time by a local PC (e.g. Oculus Rift, HTC VIVE) or headset itself (e.g. GearVR). If such VR processing is offloaded to a cloud/edge computing entity, we can solve the following problems of VR services [2] , [3] . First, VR processing requires considerable computing power for high-quality contents; it needs high-resolution stereoscopic images to be rendered at a high frame rate. A user has to spend high expenses to have a VR-ready PC or smartphone for a high-end VR experience. Second, a VR game or program typically has a larger data size, thus requiring longer time to be downloaded and installed before being played. Therefore, if VR services are provided via cloud/edge computing, users can enjoy them in a quick and easy manner at low initial costs given that they own a VR headset with a network connection.
However, latency is a challenge in interactive VR services, which is already known as a problem in local VR services [4] , but gets much severer in cloud VR. Latency is measured as the interval from the time when a user makes a head motion to the time when the user sees the image of the correspondingly changed viewport on a headset's display. As the latency increases, the inconsistency between a rendered VR image and the user's viewport at the time of scan-out also increases. Large inconsistency leads to significant motion sickness and makes the user quit the service finally. In cloud VR, large inconsistency is expected due to a huge amount of time consumption for network transfer. Moreover, due to limited network bandwidth, a VR image needs to be encoded (compressed) before being transferred over network. Then, a client (VR headset) is required to decode it before scanning it out. These additional steps of encoding and decoding increase the latency further.
There have been many efforts to reduce latency or its impact in VR. A representative solution called timewarp [5] , [6] is a technique that warps a rendered image to a user's latest viewport before scanning it out to a display panel. Thus it maximizes the consistency between the user's expected viewport and a shown image. Timewarp has also been considered in remote VR services [7] , [8] . However, if timewarp reprojects a VR image as a whole, it results in the juddering problem of head-locked objects such as logo, watermark, cockpit, menus, head-up display (HUD) and notification window that are designed to have a fixed position on a screen in a consecutive series of VR images despite head motion [5] . Since the degree of reprojection by timewarp may change every frame due to latency fluctuation, head-locked objects will look juddering. Head-locked objects frequently include letters and thus their readability will be deteriorated.
In order to solve the juddering problem, timewarp can be applied to an image excluding head-locked object regions and the final image is constructed as the timewarp-ed image overlaid with the head-locked regions, which we call selective timewarp in the paper. There exists a solution to realize it in local VR services; the head-locked and unlocked objects/regions are rendered into distinct image layers and timewarp is applied to the head-unlocked layers only [5] . If this multi-layer solution is applied to cloud VR, VR images may be transferred as individual streams for different layers, thus consuming higher encoding/decoding processing power and network bandwidth. It also raises a synchronization issue between streams. Alternative is to transfer the position information of head-locked objects in VR images using a side channel to a user. However, this approach is hard to be implemented within a standardized video streaming framework such as MEPG-DASH [9] , [10] . If a single stream of VR images is transferred with no information of head-locked objects, the client device can identify them by investigating the changes of the whole pixels of received images over frames, but at the expense of considerable computing power, which is too costly for mobile VR devices.
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to detect headlocked object regions from encoded VR video frames for selective timewarp in cloud VR environments with low computational load and no extra information channel, thus fitting in a standard video streaming framework. The key of the proposed algorithm is to exploit already-existing information in an encoded video stream of cloud VR services, i.e., embedded motion vectors, from which head-locked objects can be identified. The idea is based on the observation in testbed experiments that embedded motion vectors are highly correlated with a user's head motion, i.e., if a user makes a motion in a specific direction, the corresponding VR video frame has motion vectors mostly in similar directions while those of head-locked object regions remain zero despite such motion.
Based on the above finding, we design a head-locked object region detection algorithm as composed of motion vectorbased detection (MVD) and following pixel-level detection (PXD). MVD finds the blocks of zero-magnitude motion vectors within a VR frame and considers a connected component of them with a sufficient size as the raw shape of a new head-locked object region. In order to refine the shape with pixel-level precision against coarse/irregular blocks and encoding artifacts, PXD is applied next in a computationallyefficient manner. Instead of investigating the whole pixels of the frame, PXD limits a search area along the boundary of the raw shape and checks only the color changes of the pixels in the area from the very previous frame. Moreover, PXD is activated only in a frame when MVD detects a new raw shape. MVD detects the disappearance of an existing head-locked object region when a certain amount of non-zero motion vectors appear in the region of a frame.
The experimental study demonstrates that the algorithm is able to detect multiple head-locked objects with zero pixel error and its computational load is highly limited. In particular, the algorithm makes perfect pixel-level detection when the search area of PXD is around 1.5% of the entire VR image. The activation of PXD with such limited computational load is shown to be made in a single frame when the appearance of a head-locked object is first detected by MVD. The experimental study also shows the detection error and computational load of the algorithm for a wide range of configuration parameters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the related work. Section III gives the background knowledge to cloud VR, timewarp and video encoding.
Section IV then presents important observations on the correlation between head motion and motion vectors embedded in video frames. The proposed algorithm is described in Section V. The experimental setup and performance results are shown in Section VI. We provide further discussion on remaining issues in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. MOTION SICKNESS IN VR
Latency is known as the key factor to cause motion sickness in VR. In [11] , a photosensor-based tool to measure latency in VR systems was developed. In [12] , a new rendering scheme was proposed to reduce latency of rendering by updating individual pixels upon computation rather than waiting until whole pixels are computed. A combination of a similar rendering scheme with timewarp was developed in [13] . Fernandes and Feiner [14] proposed another method to reduce motion sickness by adjusting FOV dynamically; reduce FOV when motion sickness is likely to happen.
B. CLOUD COMPUTING FOR GAMING AND VR
Cloud computing has been considered as a means of providing high-quality gaming services with light-weight userside computing [3] . Sharing computing resources such as CPU and GPU between virtual machines for cloud gaming was discussed [15] , [16] . It was demonstrated that the cloud gaming platform can bring 3D gaming experience at acceptable latency [17] . The interactive remote rendering systems proposed in the literature were surveyed in [18] .
There have been several proposals to reduce latency in cloud gaming and VR. Outatime [7] predicts future user actions and renders multiple frames for probable actions in the near future based on the user's historical and recent behavior. The side effect of prediction failures is prevented by a process checkpoint and rollback service. Furion [19] , Kahawai [20] and Cloud Baking [21] distribute rendering loads between server and client to reduce latency and save network bandwidth for streaming as well. FlashBack [22] installs a cache to store the set of costly pre-rendered frames identified by camera poses. If a user encounters a scene matching one of the cached frames, that in the nearest-placed cache is retrieved and the rendering cost of the frame is avoided.
C. VR STREAMING
Bandwidth-efficient streaming of VR contents to remote user devices have been studied mostly for 360-degree VR video [1] . To reduce its heavy bandwidth consumption resulting from full-degree information, each picture frame of a 360 video can be spatially split into rectangular regions, called tiles in H.265 [23] , and only a minimal subset of the tiles covering the user's current viewport can be transferred by a VR video server [24] - [28] . Transferring a low-resolution layer of the video at the same time for a wider or entire area can also be considered [29] , [30] . A heuristic method of probabilistic viewport prediction using curve fitting was proposed in [31] . In [32] , the probability distribution of fixationpoint prediction error is derived as a normal distribution under some assumptions and the region where the future viewport is likely to exist with a given confidence level is obtained in a closed form.
Enhancing streaming protocols is another way to reduce latency and bandwidth consumption of cloud VR. APHIS [33] is an application-layer streaming protocol for cloud gaming which exploits selective frame transmission (dropping low-weight frames) and forward error correction (FEC) for high-weight frames (I and P). Shi et al. [34] designed a method to select key frames to be encoded at a high bit rate and others at a low bit rate, thereby reducing resource consumption.
D. MOTION PREDICTION
Predicting future motion and rendering future frames accordingly is another solution to reduce or even eliminate latency in VR computing. In [35] , two straightforward approaches of motion prediction are presented, which assume constant velocity and constant acceleration, respectively, during a prediction interval. Both show acceptable prediction results for short prediction intervals, but fail for long prediction intervals because the assumptions get unaligned with the reality. An interesting approach of motion prediction is to utilize a user's electromyographic (EMG) data based on the fact that myoelectric signals precede exertion [36] , [37] . To predict a head pose, the EMG of neck muscles is captured and used to predict impending head motion based on a trained artificial neural network.
E. TIMEWARP
It has been adopted by modern VR systems and enhanced versions such as asynchronous timewarp (ATW) have also been developed [38] - [41] . ATW takes the latest rendered image available at every refresh time and applies timewarp to it to fill in missing frames, thereby maintains a high frame rate. However, ATW is typically implemented at pixel level [42] , [43] , thus requires a high-performance graphics processing unit (GPU). It was demonstrated in [44] that timewarp can be implemented using an integrated GPU. Chang et al. [45] implemented timewarp in FPGA, thereby reducing the computational load of GPU. Timewarp can also be applied to scenes and objects separately [46] . An attempt to use timewarp for augmented reality was made in [47] to align augmented images displayed to a video see-through headset with the real world.
F. OBJECT TRACKING IN COMPUTER VISION
There have been tremendous work in this field for a wide range of applications such as surveillance, robotics, autonomous driving and augmented reality. Recently, many efforts have been made on detection of a salient object which attracts the watcher [48] . Typically, tracking and detecting VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Cloud/edge VR system model for interactive VR services and associated latency components.
such an object is based on the features extracted from its characteristic such as color and motion [49] , [50] . Leira et al. [51] implemented a system for the search and rescue vehicle to detect, classify and tract the object from the thermal video data in the ocean surface. Lin et al. [52] proposed a method for detection of an abandoned luggage in surveillance videos; the method identifies static foreground regions based on the temporal transition of code patterns and then determines abandoned objects in the regions by analyzing the back-traced trajectories of luggage owners.
While there are more complicated object-tracking methods in the literature that can be considered for detection of headlocked objects, it is noted that our main focus of the design is the computational efficiency of selective timewarp in cloud VR environments with no extra information signaling.
III. BACKGROUND A. CLOUD VIRTUAL REALITY
In the concept of cloud VR, VR processing (e.g. content simulation and image rendering) is offloaded to a cloud or edge computing entity. The processing chain of cloud VR, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , includes motion sensing at the user device, motion report transfer to a cloud/edge, content simulation, VR image rendering, encoding and network transfer, finally decoding and video scan-out, each of which accompanies latency to be completed. Especially, the latency components of motion report transfer, encoding, frame 1 transfer and decoding are introduced newly in cloud VR. If cloud VR is implemented with a closest edge computing entity, network transfer latency can be minimized, but the overall latency is still greater than local VR services.
B. TIMEWARP
Timewarp is the method to modify a rendered VR image based on the most up-to-date head tracking data before scanning it out to the display panel of a VR headset so that the final 1 For differentiation, we call an encoded image a frame image a user sees better matches the user's viewport at the time of display. The basic concept of timewarp is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The entity to run timewarp can be either a rendering entity or a VR headset device as explained in the following.
1) RENDERER-SIDE TIMEWARP
In this type of timewarp, the entity which renders a VR image warps the rendered image according to the user's changed head orientation after rendering and sends it to a user device. Renderer-side timewarp is useful in local VR services when a PC and a VR headset are connected directly via a HDMI cable since the latency of HDMI transmission is enough small and thus there may only be a small change in the user's viewport during transmission. If a rendering entity is remote from a user device like a cloud or edge, renderer-side timewarp cannot reflect a user's viewport change during the processes of encoding, transferring of a frame and decoding. So, it still has the problem of large inconsistency.
2) DEVICE-SIDE TIMEWARP
The basic operation of device-side timewarp is same as the renderer-side one, but a VR image is warped based on the latest pose information available at the device just before being scanned out to the display. Due to fresh motion information, the device-side timewarped image is more precisely matched to the user's viewport at the time of display.
C. MOTION VECTOR FOR VIDEO ENCODING
Modern video encoding is composed of many steps such as prediction, quantization and entropy coding each of which aims to reduce the amount of bits needed to represent a video frame. In particular, the prediction step exploits similarities within and between video frames to represent a video frame in terms of differences between similar areas (pixel blocks) of the same or other frame(s). Intra prediction utilizes the similarity of spatially adjacent pixel blocks within a frame and inter prediction utilizes the similarity of temporally adjacent frames.
The motion vector represents the positional change of similar pixel blocks called prediction blocks between frames in inter prediction. It is obtained as a two-dimensional vector from a prediction block of a reference frame (typically a previous one) to a target prediction block to be represented. Since the target prediction block may not exactly be same as the one in the reference frame, the encoder computes the difference between them called residual values (the block of the reference frame is selected such that the residual values are minimized in terms of mean squared error (MSE) or sum of absolute difference (SAD) [53] , [54] ). Then, a decoder can recover the target block based on its motion vector and residual values given that the decoder has already recovered the reference frame. The size of a prediction block ranges from 4×4 to 16×16 pixels in H.264 [55] and from 4×4 up to 64×64 pixels in H.265 [23] . Fig. 3 shows MVs represented as arrows in encoded VR video frames corresponding to four head motion cases: (a) right to left, (b) left to right, (c) bottom to top and (d) no motion. In all cases, a logo appears at the top-left corner as a head-locked object and does not change its position on the screen over time despite head motion. We call the area (a set of pixels) that shows to a head-locked object in a VR image the headlocked region of the image. In the cases with motion, MVs are shown to mostly be aligned with the motion direction of each case. However, we see zero-magnitude MVs in the logo area for all motion cases. To better illustrate this point, Fig. 4 shows zero-magnitude MVs of each motion case as dots. It is clearly shown that the most MVs of the logo area have zero magnitude. However, the figure also shows that there exist zero-magnitude MVs in other areas. In no motion case, most MVs appear to have zero magnitude. non-zero. The difference is also clearly seen in the CDF. The magnitude of MVs in the head-locked region is within a very narrow range near zero. In contrast, that of MVs in the headunlocked region is distributed in a wider range and only 0.5% of frames have MV with near-zero magnitude.
IV. CORRELATION BETWEEN HEAD MOTION AND MOTION VECTORS
We take a closer look at the correlation between MV and head motion in coordinates. Fig. 6 shows time samples of both MV and inertial measurement unit (IMU)'s data to see their temporal correlation. The values are normalized such that they best show the match between two data samples. In Fig. 6(a) , the x-coordinate value of MV (averaged over all MVs of a frame and denoted by MV-x) and the yaw speed of head motion (obtained from IMU data) are plotted together and show a close match between them. The scatter plot of two data in Fig. 7 (a) supports this and further shows a proportional relationship between them. Fig. 6(b) shows that the y-coordinate value of MV (denoted by MV-y) and the pitch speed of head motion are also correlated, but the degree of correlation is lower than that of MV-x and yaw speed; in particular, small-magnitude samples show lower correlation. This is also observed in the scatter plot of Fig. 7(b) .
To explore the correlation quantitatively, we conduct two widely-used correlation tests: (1) Pearson and (2) Spearman methods [56] - [58] . It is known that Pearson's correlation coefficient examines the linear correlation between two variables while Spearman's examines the monotonic relationship, both denoted by ρ. Both coefficients range between −1 and +1 where the larger the absolute value of the coefficient, the stronger the correlation between the variables (−1 corresponds to total negative correlation). Fig. 8 shows correlation coefficient values for various lower bounds of correlation. The correlation between MV-y and pitch motion is shown moderate. We also observe that ρ tends to increase as we filter out more low-speed samples (by increasing the lower-bound) in the test.
The important observations we made above are summarized below:
• In a head-locked region, most MVs have zero or nearzero magnitude. Such MVs also appear outside the headlocked region in a spatially-sparse manner not only along the boundary of the head-locked region, but also elsewhere.
• The magnitude of MVs in a head-unlocked region fluctuates highly over frames. Near-zero MVs in such regions are observed in sparse frames, i.e., in a temporally-sparse manner.
• MVs are highly correlated with head motion. The degree of the correlation gets higher as head motion gets faster.
• With no head motion, a large amount of MVs have zero magnitude even in head-unlocked regions.
V. HEAD-LOCKED REGION DETECTION FOR SELECTIVE TIMEWARP IN CLOUD VR
Based on the observations of the previous section, we design an algorithm to detect head-locked regions for selective timewarp in cloud VR. The proposed algorithm is composed of two sub-algorithms named MV-based detection (MVD) and pixel-based detection (PXD) that are described in detail in this section. The pseudo codes of the algorithm are given in Algorithms 1 to 4 and the notations therein are defined in Table 1 . 
A. ELIGIBILITY CHECK
Upon reception of a VR frame, a user device first checks if the frame or a specific unit block can be used for headlocked-region detection through the following two tests (Lines 2 and 4 of Algorithm 1).
1) IN MOTION?
If a user makes little motion, timewarp makes little change of a VR image and the juddering problem of head-locked objects may not arise. Therefore, head-locked region detection is not applied to such a frame. Moreover, under such a condition, there may be little difference between the MVs of headlocked and unlocked regions (both close to zero as shown in Fig. 4(d) ); so the algorithm may fail to detect head-locked regions from the frame. Therefore, such a no-motion frame is not used for detection. For this, the user device checks whether the user is in motion to a sufficient degree; θ is the user's motion speed obtained from the device's IMU and is the lower bound to determine that the user is in motion.
2) INTER PREDICTION?
If a frame is encoded using intra prediction only (e.g. I frame), no MV is available for the frame and head-locked-region detection cannot be performed. Although the frame is based on inter prediction, some prediction blocks of the frame can still be encoded using intra prediction. Such blocks have no MV and are excluded from detection. Head-locked regions have strong temporal similarities and thus a video encoder is likely to use inter prediction for those blocks in general.
B. MOTION VECTOR MAPPING
Before activating MVD, MVs have to be extracted from the received frame and mapped to pixels. In particular for mapping, two irregular behavior patterns of modern video encoding (e.g. H.264/265) for MV calculation need to be considered.
• Spatial irregularity: Spatial partitioning of a frame into prediction blocks is irregular (not a grid) and thus there may exist outlying (non-zero) MVs around the boundary of a head-locked region.
• Temporal irregularity: Spatial partitioning of a frame into prediction blocks changes over frames. A pixel in a specific position on the screen can be grouped into different blocks in different frames. To handle these irregularities, we partition a frame into a grid of M × N unit blocks, all with the size of the smallest prediction block. Thus, any prediction block can be shown as a set of unit blocks. If a frame size is W × H , the size of a unit block is W /M × H /N . The positions of these unit blocks are not changed over frames. Then, we map the MVs of a frame into unit blocks such that each unit block has the MV of the prediction block which the unit block resides in; we denote the MV magnitude of unit block i by m i .
C. MV-BASED DETECTION (MVD)
MVD decides the state of each unit block as either static (no motion) or non-static (in motion) based on the observation of its instantaneous condition over consecutive frames so that a stable decision is obtained against MV outliers.
To identify the instantaneous condition of a unit block, MVD defines two thresholds of MV magnitude δ s and δ ns and apply them as specified below:
• If m i ≤ δ s , unit block i is considered instantaneously static;
• If m i ≥ δ ns , unit block i is considered instantaneously non-static;
• If δ s < m i < δ ns , unit block i is considered to keep the instantaneous condition unchanged.
If we set δ ns > δ s , changing the instantaneous condition of a unit block gets more conservative. This is for avoiding premature or wrong decisions due to outlying MVs. The state of a unit block is decided after its instantaneous condition remains unchanged over a specified number of consecutive frames, denoted by f s and f ns for static and nonstatic state decisions, respectively. The procedure of state switching is described below:
• MVD defines static-condition count n i s and non-staticcondition count n i ns of unit block i. Upon decision of the instantaneous condition of unit block i as static (nonstatic), MVD increases n i s (n i ns ) by one and resets n i ns (n i s ) to zero;
• Upon f s or more consecutive static-condition frames (n i s ≥ f s ), MVD determines the state of unit block i as static;
• Upon f ns or more consecutive non-static-condition frames (n i ns ≥ f ns ), MVD determines the state of unit block i as non-static. Fig. 9 illustrates an example of the MVD procedure over frames when f s = 6 and f ns = 3. The first row is the frame index and the second row shows the changes of a unit block's instantaneous condition; red and skyblue colored boxes correspond to static and non-static conditions, respectively. The third row shows the count values n s and n ns and the last row is the state of the unit block. The initial state of the unit block is non-static and the count values are reset to zero. After having its MV magnitude equal to or less than δ s over six consecutive frames (2 to 7), the unit block has the state changed to static. After that, it has the MV magnitude less than δ ns over three consecutive frames (8 to 10) and switches its state to nonstatic. It has a static instantaneous condition in frame 13, but does not switch the state since the instantaneous condition becomes non-static again in frame 14. After having a static instantaneous condition over six frames (14 to 19) , it switches to a static state.
In order to detect appearing and disappearing head-locked region(s) in a frame at low computational costs, MVD investigates only the unit blocks with state transition. A set of new static unit blocks (B appear ) implies that a new headlocked region may have appeared. MVD considers such a set as a graph and finds connected components from the graph. If a connected component has a sufficiently large size (the number of unit blocks forming it is not less than ζ a ), end if 25: end if 26: end if 27: end for 28: // Check if a head-locked object(s) appears 29: R new ← MakeConnectedGraph(B appear ) 30: for all r ∈ R new do 31: if |r| ≥ ζ a then 32: Call PXD for r 33: Add r to R 34: end if 35: end for 36: // Check if a head-locked object(s) disappears 37: for all r ∈ R disappear do 38: if n r b /|r| ≥ ζ d then 39: Remove r from R 40: end if 41: end for 42: Reset B appear , B disappear and n r b (← 0) for ∀r 43: end if 44: end for MVD identifies it as a head-locked region, which we call a raw shape (denoted by r) since it is not at pixel-level accuracy yet. Similarly, a set of unit blocks becoming nonstatic (B disappear ) implies that an existing head-locked region may have disappeared. Thus MVD finds existing raw shapes having such unit blocks (the number of the blocks is counted for all b ∈ r i do 7: for all b ∈ N (b ) ∩ B do 8: r i ← r i + {b }
9:
B ← B − {b }
10:
end for 11: end for 12 :
i ← i + 1 14: end for 15: return R new as n r b for raw shape r) and concludes that a raw shape has disappeared if a large ratio of its region has changed to nonstatic unit blocks (the ratio obtained as n r b /|r| is not less than ζ d ).
D. PIXEL-BASED DETECTION (PXD)
As presented above, MVD finds the raw shape of each headlocked region as a set of unit blocks. As a video encoder uses bigger prediction blocks, the raw shape is likely to contain more pixels of a head-unlocked region along the boundary. Therefore, an additional procedure to refine the raw shape is needed to identify the pixel-level boundary of the head-locked region, which we name pixel-based detection (PXD).
The basic idea of PXD is that, if there is a head-locked region appearing for a period, the color of each of its pixels does not change during the period. Thus, PXD monitors pixel-color changes over frames along the boundary of a raw shape and excludes the pixels having color changes from the corresponding head-locked region.
However, the internal algorithm of a video encoder makes another exceptions: (1) the pixel color of a head-locked region may change slightly from a previous frame due to encoding artifacts; (2) a scene could be stationary, so even a headunlocked region may have non pixel-color change for a short time.
PXD is composed of the following three steps for reliable detection under the above conditions: (1) determination of a A out
// Find the inner search area 9: (x top− , y top− ) = arg max p∈A out s −P(r) p y 10:
(x btm− , y btm− ) = arg min p∈A out s −P(r) p y 11:
(x r− , y r− ) = arg min p∈A out s −P(r) p x 13:
A s = A out s − A in
// Calculate color differences between two frames for all p ∈ A s do 19: if c (p) ≤ δ c then 20: P(r) ← P(r) + {p} In what follows, each step is described in detail.
1) DETERMINATION OF A SEARCH AREA
The search area of PXD is set along each raw shape's boundary by width s as illustrated in Fig. 10 . PXD finds an outer rectangular region (A out s ) covering the whole raw shape and an inner one (A in s ) within the raw shape, each apart from the boundary of the raw shape by s . Then, the final search area (A s ) is obtained as A out s − A in s . As s increases, the computational load of PXD increases.
2) SMOOTHING PIXEL-COLOR CHANGES IN THE SEARCH AREA
The color difference of a pixel is obtained for all pixels of the search area of each raw shape between the current and very previous frames (c(p) and c − (p), respectively, for pixel p).
In order to smooth outlying pixel-color changes in the search area, we apply a combination of morphological operations (erosion and dilation), thus eliminating (1) sparse big non-zero change values in a head-locked region and (2) sparse zero change values in a head-unlocked region. Erosion makes each pixel-color change have the minimum value in its neighborhood whereas dilation makes each have the maximum value in its neighborhood. Thus PXD first applies erosion to minimize big non-zeros in the head-locked region and then dilation to minimize zeros in the head-unlocked region.
3) IDENTIFICATION OF PIXEL-COLOR CHANGES
The color differences of all pixels in the search area (between c(p) and c − (p) for pixel p) are investigated. If the difference is not larger than δ c , the corresponding pixel remains in the pixel set of the raw shape; otherwise, it is removed from the set. Finally, the set of remaining pixels of the raw shape after PXD is identified as a head-locked region.
Although PXD is applied to a limited set of pixels within a search area, it still has computational expenses which depend on the size of a raw shape and s . To restrict its computational load, it is activated only in a frame when MVD finds a new raw shape or an existing raw shape moves to another position.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
In this section, we evaluate how well the proposed algorithm detects head-locked regions in a VR video stream. For evaluation, we emulate a cloud VR service environment; a server runs a VR application process made in a WebVR script [59] (the screen shots are shown in Fig. 3 ) and rendered images are encoded by the H.264 codec of the x264 library [60] at 30 frames per second. The resolution of VR images is 2160×1200 pixels which fits to the native resolution of most VR headsets (Oculus Rift & Go, HTC VIVE, etc.). A user wears the OSVR HDK2 VR headset [61] and freely explores the VR space provided by the running VR application. The play time is one minute and 20 seconds. In the VR video stream, there is a rectangle-shaped head-locked VR logo as large as 384×480 pixels at the left-top side of the screen; its left-top corner is located at (16, 16) . A rectangle-shaped menu bar with the size of 512×256 pixels appears from 18 (frame 541) to 58 (frame 1741) seconds of the video stream in the center-bottom of the screen; its left-top corner is at (824, 928). In the experiment, the user's head orientation data is extracted from the built-in IMU of the headset. The user's head motion has the average speeds of 57, 13 and 31 deg/s, respectively, for yaw, pitch and roll movement; 99%-tile values are 134, 46 and 118 deg/s, respectively. The unit block size is set to 8×8 pixels. ζ a and ζ d are set to 64 pixels and 0.9, respectively. is 5 deg/s. δ s and δ ns are set to 1 and 1.5 pixels/frame, respectively. f s and f ns are set to 15 and 2, respectively. Unless specified otherwise, s is 32 pixels and δ c is 15.
For evaluation, we measure the following areas:
• Detected area: The total area that the algorithm detects as head-locked region(s).
• True-positive area: The area that the algorithm detects and belongs to the true head-locked region(s).
• False-negative area: The area of the head-locked region(s) that the algorithm fails to detect.
• False-positive area: The area that the algorithm detects, but does not belong to the true head-locked region(s). Fig. 11 shows the detection results of MVD only over VR frames. For the initial several seconds of the experiment, the headset is placed on the desk. During this period, the motion speed is zero and thus MVD is not activated (the eligibility check is not passed). This is why no result is shown in the beginning of the experiment. Because we set f s = 15 and f ns = 2 in this case, MVD can identify static and non-static blocks at least in 15 and 2 frames, respectively, after MVD is activated for the first time. That is, MVD has the delay of detection as at least f s frames for a new head-locked region. In the figure, MVD is first activated at frame 167 and the VR logo is detected at frame 189, thus resulting in the detection delay of 22 frames. The reason why the delay is larger than 15 (f s ) frames is that there exist 7 intra-prediction frames among these 22 frames (recall that MVD is applied to inter-prediction frames with MV information only). The menu bar appears at frame 541 and is detected at frame 572; thus the detection delay is 31 frames this time. Since f ns is set smaller, detection of disappearance takes shorter delay; the menu bar disappears at frame 1741 and the disappearance is detected at frame 1752 (the delay is 11 frames). From the figure, we see that the detection results of MVD are stable; the changes of the results are shown only when the menu bar appears and disappears. Another observation point in the figure is the detection results in terms of various areas. In particular, the detected area is smaller than the true area of the menu bar. This is because the boundary of the menu bar has non-zero MVs due to coarse prediction blocks. The detection errors with and without PXD are shown in Fig. 12 . The error is measured as the ratio of the falsepositive and negative areas of detection to the area of the true head-locked regions. The raw shape(s) obtained by MVD is as in Fig. 11 . Without PXD, both the false-negative and positive errors reach 1.87% with the VR logo only and changes to 5.53 and 1.72%, respectively, with the presence of the menu bar. When PXD is applied, both errors get to zero, thus showing the necessity and effectiveness of PXD. This detection accuracy remains intact against the appearance and disappearance events of the menu bar.
B. EVALUATION RESULTS
As shown in Fig. 12 , PXD refines detection and reduces error significantly, but at the expense of the computational overhead which is related to its search area. In order to investigate the computational load of PXD, first we show the changes of the size of B appear in Fig. 13 ; it is the set of new static unit blocks not connected with any existing raw shape in R, thus to which PXD is applied. The size of B appear is measured as the ratio to the entire image. The figure shows that a large number of new static blocks are obtained in a frame when a new head-locked region appears. New static blocks appearing in the other frames result from MV outliers. In order to filter them out, MVD finds the search area of PXD from B appear as a connected component of new static blocks with a size larger than ζ a . Then, the actual search area where PXD explores is shown in Fig. 14. The figure shows that the search area gets lowered from Fig. 13 in the two frames where a new head-locked region appears and is zero in the other frames. This is because the search area is configured only along the boundary of a connected component of new static unit blocks and thus its size is limited as 0.53 to 2.40%s for the VR logo and 0.45-2.04% for the menu bar depending on s . The bigger the head-locked region and s are, the bigger the search area is. Moreover, PXD is not activated against the new static blocks due to noisy MVs since they don't from a connected component with a sufficient size over ζ a . Fig. 15 shows the impact of color threshold δ c and searcharea width s on detection errors. Two clear trends are observed: (1) higher δ c leads to lower error; (2) larger s leads to lower error. Too small δ c may lead to a wrong decision of a static pixel into non-static one when encoding artifacts appear on the pixel. Larger s handles coarse and irregular prediction blocks better, but at the expense of increasing computational load. From the figure, the error is shown to be zero when δ c and s get equal to or larger than 15 and 22, respectively.
Figs. 16 and 17 show error changes over frames when δ c is set to 2 and 15, respectively. In Fig. 16 with δ c of 2 , the error starts with 0.42% and becomes no less than 1.45% (the errors with s ≥ 18 are 1.13%). In Fig. 17 with δ c of 15 , the error becomes zero with s larger than 20 and is below 0.5% even with smaller s . In both figures, the error remains unchanged unless a head-locked region appears or disappears. This is because PXD is activated only in a frame with an appearance event. A disappearance event is handled by eliminating the corresponding shape from the set R.
Finally, Fig. 18 visualizes the detection result of the proposed algorithm as the regions surrounded by green lines.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the following additional issues.
A. IMPACT OF PACKET AND COMMUNICATION LOSS
If the network connection between a cloud server and a user device suffers congestion, wireless error or even communication loss, the user device may receive partial or no packets of a VR frame in time. However, due to the real-time nature of interactive-service contents and also for minimal network latency, excessive buffering and retransmission of frame data is prohibited. Thus packet/communication loss results in visual artifacts, decoding failure or missing VR frame, degrading the quality of VR service. The quality degradation may propagate to the following inter-prediction frames which refer to a prior broken/non-decodable/missing frame. In order to limit such propagation, a VR frame with interprediction can be encoded to have multiple reference frames. In MVD, a non-decodable frame is not used for detection due to the failure of MV extraction from it. If a frame with an appearance/disappearance of a head-locked object fails to be decoded or lost, the detection of the object will be delayed by a frame. However, the proposed algorithm is still robust against broken/missing frame data since it makes a decision from observation of a series of received frames.
B. HEAD MOTION IN ROLL
According to our experimental results, roll motion (head tilt left and right) also makes the changes of MVs in both x and y coordinates in head-unlocked regions. In particular, the changes of MVs in y coordinate are observed larger than those in x coordinate. Therefore, roll motion is also detectable from MV changes in head-unlocked regions while still making zero MVs in head-locked regions. Moreover, roll motion largely appears along with head motion in yaw, pitch or a mixture of both. Thus the proposed detection algorithm works with roll motion too.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a novel algorithm to detect head-locked object regions for selective timewarp in cloud VR environments at low computational costs and with no extra information channel. The key of the proposed algorithm is the motion vector-based detection (MVD) to identify headlocked objects based on given motion vectors of encoded VR video frames. The detection result is then refined by the pixel-level detection (PXD) applied to limited search areas in a frame when MVD finds a new head-locked object. The experimental study demonstrated that the algorithm is able to detect multiple head-locked objects with zero pixel error under limited computational load.
The issue that remains for future research is detection of head-locked objects with sophisticated shapes including fully or partially transparent areas.
